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The British broadcaster has a base in Russia and publishes articles and radio broadcasts in the Russian language, which you can access from anywhere in the world. At this time, we do not have access to the majority of - Word Biblical Commentaries - Jewish Publication Society Commentaries - New Interpreter's Bible Commentaries - New
International Greek Testament Commentaries. Parallel Passages. Literary Context, 3. The Bible is one of the oldest religious texts in the world, and the basis for Catholic and Christian religions. When you search for a particular topic, you can expect to come across multiple verses that address that subject. It can be read online or downloaded onto
multiple devices such as smartphones and tablets. Specific books of the Bible, like Psalms, can also be downloaded individually to save space on your device.Bible StudyThe online versions of the Bible also are available with additional text attached that explains or interprets passages. It started its life as a joint venture between the Wall Street Journal,
Financial Times and Sanoma Independent Media group, but became Russian-owned after the government passed a law requiring foreign ownership in Russian companies to be limited to a 20 percent stake. On some Bible websites, you can even see the original Hebrew (Old Testament) and Greek (New Testament) words from the Bible. This personal
login not only allows you to save your progress while reading and highlighting specific passages, but also enables you to view video and audio linked to the verses you are reading. MORE FROM QUESTIONSANSWERED.NET We have transitioned from printed yearly newsletters to electronic weekly communication. This provides easy access for the
reader without having to carry around the physical book. Such copies or distribution must give credit to Dr. Bob Utley and include a reference to www.freebiblecommentary.org. Historical Setting, 2. The best Bible websites also offer apps for your smartphone or tablet to give you access on any device.Consider the Context of Passages When you look
up a particular scripture, you may not understand exactly what you’re reading. YouVersion, Bible Study Tools and Blue Letter Bible are good sites with easy scripture lookup tools. Whether you’re trying to learn Russian or you just want to find out more about what’s happening around the world, Russian world news sources can be helpful tools. This
can be a valuable addition for your personal Bible study if an area seems confusing or hard to interpret.Personalized ContentPerhaps the most exciting component of reading the Bible online is the ability to create a personalized login on an online Bible website. It can easy be downloaded in multiple versions, and can be listened to on a computer,
smartphone or tablet. The news outlet publishes articles in English and is independently owned. Genre, 6. You can also purchase my commentary to use with Logos Bible software, the WordSearch Bible software, the Mantis app for smartphones and tablets, and for use with Kindle devices. Read the verses before and after the passage to understand
the full meaning and prevent misunderstanding. You can find Bible passages that speak to many circumstances, but it’s not always easy to find the right scriptures right when you need them most. Reading several passages can help you gain more understanding than a single verse.Look for Different Translations When you look up a passage from the
Bible online, don’t just read one particular translation. Find Known Scripture Passages Online Sometimes you’re familiar with a particular scripture reference, but you want to read it yourself and examine what it says. There have been periods in history where it was hard to find a copy, but the Bible is now widely available online.The Bible OnlineThe
Bible is available for free on many different websites. The Bible offers a wealth of wisdom and truth for all areas of life. If you find the text, audio, or video commentary helpful, I hope you catch some of my love, some of my passion for the greatness and glory of God and how Jesus reveals Himself and His plan through His enduring word. MORE FROM
QUESTIONSANSWERED.NET In my many years of teaching verse-by-verse through the Bible, I came to prepare my teaching notes in a certain way. Take a word or multiple words that stand out in a passage and search to find other occurrences in the Bible. Therefore, the tone and type of content is likely to be familiar to American readers, but since
all content is written in Russian, it’s a handy tool for learning the language.VedomostiVedomosti is a decent source for business news in Russia. If you’re familiar with a few simple steps for looking up Bible passages online, you can take full advantage of the wisdom the Bible has to offer. Click on a box below to begin your study. Download free
Computer Bible Study Library software for Windows PC Copyright ©2014 by Bible Lessons International, Marshall, Texas. If you’re trying to learn the language, this is a reliable way to do so.TASSTASS is a Russian-government-owned media outlet and is the largest news service in the country. Specific lines of text can also be electronically
highlighted, which means you can save them in a separate file for reading later. The Russian division of the business media outlet is based in Moscow, but it still answers to the company’s head office in New York. Through a series of unexpected events I found that what I prepared for myself as teaching notes was helpful to some others as Bible
commentary. Examine the context of all the passages to gain a deeper knowledge of the meaning communicated by the Bible. Viewing scriptures in different translations — New King James, New International Version, New American Standard and more — can increase your understanding of the verses. Choice of Words, 5. After creating an account,
you can also access curated Bible studies on specific topics. Another benefit is that multiple versions of the Bible, like the King James version or the New International version, can be accessed simultaneously.The Audio BibleIn addition to being available online in text form, the Bible is also available in audiobook. Word studies take a little more time
than casual Bible reading, but they can give you an even better understanding and appreciation of the Bible. You can look up Bible verses by topic on various Bible websites or using a search engine. Grammatical Features, 4. Many online Bible sites provide tools and commentaries to help you understand a particular verse as well as Bible translations
in hundreds of languages. This helps you gain a deeper understanding of what the Bible is communicating.Search for Bible Verses by Topic Sometimes you don’t have a specific passage in mind, but you know the topic you want to know more about. All rights reserved. The reader can easily search the online text to find the exact verse they are looking
for. It helps to look at it in the context of the rest of the chapter or book. Certificate of Biblical Studies We are a non-profit Bible study ministry dedicated to empowering people to interpret the Bible for themselves. Many of these are available online.The Moscow TimesIf you want to read Russian news to learn about events in the country or Russian
perspectives on global news, The Moscow Times is rated high for factual reporting with a slight to moderate liberal bias by Media Bias/Fact Check. It offers both English and Russian language versions of its website, which makes it a handy tool for learning the language, says FluentU.Forbes RussiaForbes Media is a global company, so it’s no surprise
that the company has a presence in Russia. Any copies or distribution of any part of the material on this website must be made available at no cost. Bible Teaching Resources Completely Free For more than 20 years, these Bible teaching resources have been online and always completely free. It also publishes city guides and editions in Chinese.BBC
News Russian ServiceBBC (British Broadcasting Corporation) is a respected name in the news world and has a time-honored tradition of global reporting. These studies allow you to read all the verses related to a specific topic in one study, without having to search through the entire book. Use a search engine to find a Bible website and enter the
reference to read the passage. The newspaper can be a handy source for practicing the Russian language. If you want to use the commentary offline, you can purchase print editions of my commentary on many books of the Bible. These verse-by-verse, exegetical video, audio and text commentaries are committed to the trustworthiness and authority of
Scripture (view these lectures), emphasizing the intent of the original inspired authors by means of their: 1. Some translations emphasize simple reading, while others focus on the marvelous poetry of the Bible.Conduct a Word Study Once you’ve read a specific passage or verse, you can study individual words or phrases to learn where else they occur
in the Bible. Some translations are easier to understand than others, and you can better appreciate a passage in one translation versus another. MORE FROM QUESTIONSANSWERED.NET Note: Due to publisher restrictions, some popular commentary series are unavailable electronically. Please sign up HERE to receive the weekly FREE Biblical
resources and updates from Dr. Bob Utley. The library has purchased the few volumes of the following series that are available from our vendors. It is also available in many different languages, and the text can be easily translated with the push of a button.Benefits of Reading OnlineThere are multiple benefits of accessing the Bible online.
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